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h  i g  h  l  i  g  h  t  s

• We  studied  sleep  effects  on consolidation  of episodic-like  memory  and  its components  in  rats.
• We  confirmed  that  sleep  following  learning  enhances  episodic-like  memory  and  object-place  memory.
• Episodic-like  memory  correlated  with  power  of slow  oscillations  in  EEG  during  slow  wave  sleep  following  learning.
• Object-place  memory  correlated  with  percentage  of slow  wave  sleep  during  consolidation  period.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Our  previous  experiments  showed  that  sleep  in rats  enhances  consolidation  of  hippocampus  dependent
episodic-like  memory,  i.e.  the ability  to remember  an  event  bound  into  specific  spatio-temporal  con-
text.  Here  we  tested  the  hypothesis  that  this  enhancing  effect  of sleep  is  linked  to the  occurrence  of
slow  oscillatory  and spindle  activity  during  slow  wave  sleep  (SWS).  Rats  were  tested  on  an  episodic-
like  memory  task  and  on three  additional  tasks  covering  separately  the  where  (object  place  recognition),
when  (temporal  memory),  and  what  (novel  object  recognition)  components  of  episodic  memory.  In each
task, the  sample  phase  (encoding)  was  followed  by an  80-min  retention  interval  that  covered  either  a
period  of regular  morning  sleep or sleep  deprivation.  Memory  during  retrieval  was  tested  using  prefer-
ential  exploration  of  novelty  vs.  familiarity.  Consistent  with previous  findings,  the  rats  which  had  slept
during  the  retention  interval  showed  significantly  stronger  episodic-like  memory  and  spatial  memory,
and  a trend  of  improved  temporal  memory  (although  not  significant).  Object  recognition  memory  was
similarly  retained  across  sleep  and  sleep  deprivation  retention  intervals.  Recall  of episodic-like  memory
was  associated  with  increased  slow  oscillatory  activity  (0.85–2.0  Hz)  during  SWS  in  the  retention  interval.
Spatial  memory  was associated  with  increased  proportions  of  SWS.  Against  our  hypothesis,  a  relationship
between  spindle  activity  and episodic-like  memory  performance  was  not  detected,  but  spindle  activity
was  associated  with  object  recognition  memory.  The  results  provide  support  for the role  of  SWS  and  slow
oscillatory  activity  in consolidating  hippocampus-dependent  memory,  the  role  of  spindles  in  this  process
needs to  be  further  examined.

©  2014  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V. This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

Episodic memory is defined by the ability to replay in mind
a past event as it happened in a specific spatio-temporal con-
text [1,2]. Accumulating evidence suggests that sleep supports the
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consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memory [3–5]. This ben-
efitting effect is primarily conveyed by slow wave sleep (SWS)
and the slow oscillations [6]. It has been proposed that the slow
oscillations enhance hippocampal memories by synchronizing the
reactivation of respective neuronal representations to the excitable
up-state [7]. The depolarizing up-state of the slow oscillation drives
spindle activity originating in thalamo-cortical networks [8]. The
co-occurrence of reactivations of hippocampal memories and spin-
dles during the up-state is thought to support the formation of a
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distributed memory representations spanning across hippocampal
and extra-hippocampal networks [4].

In animals, the investigation of episodic-like memory concen-
trates on its major feature, i.e. the binding of an event into its
spatio-temporal context, as the subjective component of auto-
noetic consciousness cannot be addressed. Our previous studies in
rats showed that a short period of sleep after encoding is critical
for maintaining episodic-like memory, spatial memory and tem-
poral memory, which are linked to hippocampal function, whereas
object recognition memory did not profit from sleep [9,10]. How-
ever, while those experiments demonstrated the importance of
sleep for memory consolidation, they lacked an assessment of the
underlying sleep EEG. Here we set out to test the hypothesis that
the enhancing effect of sleep on episodic-like memory in rats is
linked to SWS  and the occurrence of slow oscillatory and spindle
activity during the post-encoding retention interval.

Twelve adult male Long Evans rats were kept in regulated
light/dark (12 h/12 h) conditions with light onset at 6 a.m., with
water and food available ad libitum. The experiments were per-
formed between 8:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. (i.e., in the first half of the
rest phase when sleep pressure is typically high). All experimental
procedures were performed in accordance with the European ani-
mal  protection laws and policies (Directive 86/609, 1986, European
Community) and were approved by the Schleswig–Holstein state
authority.

In order to characterize sleep pattern and slow oscillation activ-
ity, four screw EEG electrodes were chronically implanted under
isofluorane anesthesia (two frontal electrodes AP: +2.6 mm,  L:
±1.5 mm relative to Bregma and two occipital reference electrodes
AP: −10.0 mm,  L: ±1.5 mm).  Two stainless steel wire electrodes
were implanted bilaterally in the neck muscles for EMG  recordings.
The electrodes were fixed to the skull with cold polymerizing den-
tal resin. At the time of recordings the electrodes were connected
through a swiveling commutator to an amplifier (Model 15A54,
Grass Technologies, USA). EEG and EMG  signals were amplified,
filtered (EEG: 0.01–300 Hz; EMG: 30–300 Hz), and sampled at the
rate of 1000 Hz. After at least seven days for recovery, rats were
habituated for three days to the empty open field arena (10 min
per day) and immediately afterwards to the recording box (80 min
per day). To test retention of episodic-like memory and its com-
ponents, we used a non-stressful, one-trial based episodic-like
memory (EM) task, and three additional tasks assessing spatial
(object place recognition – OPR), temporal (temporal memory –
TM)  and item memory (novel object recognition – NOR). The behav-
ioral procedures were described in [10]. The tasks were executed
in the following order: NOR, OPR, TM,  EM,  with at least two days
between subsequent tests. This sequence of tasks was repeated
twice, with the sleep and sleep deprivation conditions alternating
across tasks in a within subject design. All tasks comprised a sample
phase, an 80-min retention interval, and a test phase. The sample
phase for each task allowed the rat to explore two (or four) objects
in the open field until it had accumulated at least 15 s of exploration
for each object within an interval of 2–5 min. The retention interval
was filled either with normal morning sleep, or sleep deprivation
in the recording box. In the sleep condition the rats were left undis-
turbed. Sleep deprivation was achieved by gentle handling; if the
animal displayed a sleeping posture it was aroused by tapping on
the box, gently shaking the box or if necessary disturbing the sleep-
ing nest. For the test phase, the rats were placed in the open field
arena to allow exploration for 3 min.

The EM task (Fig. 1A) included two sample sub-phases which
were separated by an interval of 20 min. In the first sample sub-
phase four identical objects were presented (old-familiar objects).
In the second sub-phase a set of four identical objects (different
from those used in the first sub-phase) was presented (recent-
familiar objects). In the test phase, animals were exposed to

two old-familiar and two recent-familiar objects. One of the old-
familiar objects and one of the recent-familiar objects was  placed
at the same location as in the corresponding sample phase (old-
familiar stationary and recent-familiar stationary) while the other
two objects were placed in new locations (old-familiar displaced
and recent-familiar displaced). This arrangement allows testing
directly the binding of spatial and temporal component. The inter-
action between spatial and temporal component effects is basically
assessed by comparing exploration time for the object that is
both old and displaced (i.e., the old-familiar displaced object) with
exploration times for the objects for which either only the tempo-
ral component (i.e., the old-familiar stationary object) or only the
spatial component (i.e., the recent-familiar displaced) is manipu-
lated [11]. In the OPR task, two  identical objects were presented
in the open field during the sample phase. In the test phase the
same two  objects were presented with one of the objects being dis-
placed from its original position. Relatively enhanced exploration of
the displaced object indicates memory for the location of the non-
displaced object. The TM task consisted of two  sample sub-phases,
separated by a 20-min interval. During the first sub-phase, two
identical objects were presented and in the second sub-phase, two
different identical objects were presented in the same locations.
For the test phase one object from each sample sub-phase was pre-
sented (at the original location). Relatively enhanced exploration of
the earlier presented object indicates temporal order memory. In
the NOR task the sampling phase was the same as in the OPR task. In
the test phase, one of the objects was  replaced by a different novel
object. Relatively enhanced exploration time for the novel object
indicates memory for the familiar object.

Exploration behavior was analyzed offline using the ANY-maze
tracking system (Stoelting Europe, Ireland). For the EM task, the
time an individual rat spent exploring each object during the test
phase (retrieval) was  converted into an discrimination ratio binding
temporal and spatial context components: [(old-familiar station-
ary object − recent-familiar stationary object) + (recent-familiar
displaced object − recent-familiar stationary object)]/(old-familiar
stationary object + old-familiar displaced object + recent-familiar
stationary object + recent-familiar displaced object) [10]. For the
OPR, TM,  and NOR tasks discrimination ratios were based on the
formula: [(novel object − familiar object)/(novel object + familiar
object)], where “novel” refers to the displaced object on the OPR
task, the old-familiar object on the TM task, and novel object on the
NOR task; “familiar” refers to the respective other object. Sleep was
scored using 10-s epochs according to standard criteria [12] (Sleep-
Sign for Animal, Kissei Comtec, Japan). Periods of waking, SWS,
REM sleep and pre-REM sleep were identified. Furthermore, Fast
Fourier Transformation was performed and average power during
SWS  was  then calculated for the 0.85–2.0 Hz slow oscillation (SO)
range. Sleep spindles were detected based on the algorithm used
by [13]. For the TM and EM tasks, data from one rat were discarded
due to the loss of the implant, and for the EM task, an additional
rat was  discarded due to technical failure, thus resulting in a final
n = 12 for the NOR and OPR tasks, n = 11 for the TM task and n = 10
for the EM task. For statistical analyses SPSS 21.0 (IBM, Armonk,
USA) software was used.

In the EM task, sleep during the 80-min post-encoding reten-
tion interval distinctly improved performance in the test phase,
as compared with the sleep deprivation condition (Student’s t-
test: t(9) = 2.67, p = 0.026, Fig. 1B). In fact, only when rats had
slept during the retention interval did they achieve discrimina-
tion ratio above chance level (One-sample t-tests: sleep: t(9) = 2.74,
p < 0.05, sleep deprivation: t(9) =−0.38, p = 0.71). In addition, explo-
ration time was  analyzed separately for the four objects of the
EM task using a 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the
factors “retention condition” (sleep vs. sleep deprivation), “tem-
poral component” (old-familiar vs. recent-familiar) and “spatial
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